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Summary

The present study assessed the efficacy of training parents as

behavior modifiers of problem behaviors displayed by their 7-year-

old severely retarded son.:.The targeted problem behaviors included

(1) throwing objects; (2) refusing to comply with parental commands;

(3) refusing to sit in a chair at a table. The ease is unique in that

the child's retardation resulted from a rare chromosomal aberration

previously\unexplored in the behavioral therapy literature. Parents

wore instructed in a simple behavioral treatment package consisting

of verbal vnishment and reinforcement. Treatment ,sfas assessed

according to a multiple baseline across behaviors design. Results

Fhowed significaut improvement on all three target behaviors following

the application of the trea sent intervention. Transfer ot training

to the natural environment was assessed. Results revealed maintenance

of behlvioral improvement at this two-month follow-up.
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Parents as Behavior Modifiers:

Intervention for Three Problem Behaviors

In a Severely Retarded Child

In recent.years, researchers have investigated the efficacy of

training parents to serve as active agents in changing the beaavior

of their children. This approach has yielded considerable success

across a wide variety of behavioral problems such as self-injurious

behavior (Allen & Harris, 1966); eating ptoblems (Betoal, 1973);

enuresis (DeLeon & Mandoll, 1966); school phobia (Hersen, 1971); and

thumbsacking (Knight & McKenzie, 1974). The success of -inch parent

training techniques led O'Dell (1974) to conclude: "There does not

appear to be any class of overt child behavior that parenLs cannot

be trained to modify" (p. 421).

The present study represents a single case multiple-baseline

design in which the parents of a 7-year-old mentally retarded boy

served as the primary behavior modifiers of their son's problem

behaviors,

Method

Snblect. Steven R. was a 7-vear-old, white mile referred to the

;ervicvs Center (PSC) of the Department of Psychology,

\xi N In Blacksburg, VA for Aevore behavior problems. Stev(n

.0ittelkd ICOM ThIg 0!WrI3tion, 3 tart' congenital chronosor defect in

whilb the breakage ot boto inns of .; chromAtid was follmod bv

... .111 a. v... re N..
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of the broken arms to form a circular chromosome. Varying amounts of

wmetic information were deleted or lost (Berkow, 1977). Steven's

chromosomal damage occurred in the "D" group (including chromosomes 13,

14, 15) resultihg in profound to severe mental retardation, hyperactivity,

short attention s;)an, tonic-clonic and petit mal seizures, abnormal EEG,

mild heart blockage, and pseudoretinitis pigmentosa (a pigmentary

degeneration of the retina arising from intrauterine viral infections

or vnsclarlesions). Steven was taking phenytoin (Dilantin) and

phenobarbital up until one month prior to the onset of the present

study. At that time he wwz prescribed earbamazepine (Tegratal) and

valproie 4h id (Depakene) for contrcl ,r ,:c17.1tres. Medication was rut

ehlrged durin!, the course of the pre.tent !,tt.dy*(Sisk, Nle 1).

In addition to Steven's phyaical problems, his hyperactivity an

refusll to ohey hi:: parents created considerable difficulties for the

fattil!v. One professi.lnil working with Steven wrote "he is very active,

distrqctible and has a short attention span. He is frequently un-

cooperative and reluses to perform required tasks". Steven's

hohavioral problems (e.g., throwing objects, refusing to sit in a

chair) prevented IQ testing; however, the results of the Developmental

Profile (Alpern & Boll, 1972) esLimated Steven's IQ equivalency score

to I. 31. Tilts score would place him in the severe ran,:c of retardation.

11thou0 he has very limited verbal skills at present, he wogs in a

;pecial c;:c;s for trainable mentally retarded irdi .Ldualq,
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Stev,a1 was an only child. His father was a,univer Lty student;

his mother was a housewife and an active member of a rights for

rTtarded citizens group. Both parents wr?re concecned about Steven's

behavior problems and noted that his behavior prohibited many family

outings. For example they stated that it was difficult to take

Steven shopping, to a doctor's appointment, or to a restaurant. In

fact, Mrs. R. reported that while she and her husband enjoyed

dining out, they did not like to take Steven to anything but fast-

food restaurants where they could leave quickly and eat in the car:

Past experience had shown the child's behavior to be disruptive in

these situations and embarrassing to the parents.

The first author observed Steven's behavior once in his home

and twice in his classroom. Parents were then seen at the PSC and

dit,..u:sed the behaviors that they wanted to see changed. The parents

mutually designated t!lroo probiematic behaviors which served as target

behaviors for the multiple blseline experiment. These behaviors were:

(1) throwing and/oe deliberately dropping objects on the floor; (2)

rofusing to comply with parental demands; and (3) refusing to sit

quietly in a chair at a table.

Response Definitions. Dependent measures (target behaviors)

were defined in the following way:
\

(l) Throwing - Throwing was defined as any object being throwd (e.g.,

hurled or pitched underhand), deliberately dropped, or slid off a

table or chair such that the object hit the floor. Accidentally

dropping an object was not considered to he a thiowing response.
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(2) Non-Compliance - Non-compliance was defined as a parental command

givenitwice in quick succession with no move to comply within 10

seconds of the completion,of the second comuand statement. If the

parents attempted to assist Steven in complying with a command and he

moved against the command (e.g., posturing, screaming,saying "no",

running away) his behavior was scored as non-compliant.

(3) Compliance - Compliance was defined as the parent giving a

command once or twice in close succession and Steven msponding with

10 seconds of either the first or second command. If the parents

assisted in helping V'teven to move in the direction of a'compliant

response and Steven did not resist such assistance this behavior

was scored as compliant. .

4

(4) Time Spent in the Chair - Time spent in the chair was defined as

sitting in one of the three chairs at a table. Squatting, kneeling, or

standing in front of the chair wre not scored as time spent in the

chair.

Procedure. The parents agreed to attend daily 30-minute sessions

at the MC for.0 period of 12 consecutive days. During these sessions

the family interacted in a group room while beiri,2 videotaped from an

aJla.ent room. lite experimental room contained a table surrounded by

tl.ree chairs, several additional chairs along the walls, a dosk% and A onv-

Wd% mirror. VideoLaping ..!as carriod Qui through the one-way mirtor by

the first or oecoud luthor using 1 Sr,n- Vid.ecasette iecorder.

st-v. 1 as ipitial mealut03. Ptrents Wore

Oltordet With Steven as they "notmally" dia litov were
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eneouraged to work quietly at the table with Steven playing with various

puzzles and games that they had brought from home.

Between Sessions 3 and 4 the parents were inseructed 4J Pally

punish .their son for targeted negative behaviors and socially reinforce

him for behaviors they "would like to see more of". :pecifically,'

parents were told to respond with a firm "no" for the targeted negative

behavior ond offer verbal praise ("that's a good boy, Steven") and

gentle touches for behaviors they viewed as positive. It was noticed

that many of the interactions between father and son were predominantly

diF.:iplinary in nature with very few positive interactions between them.

For this reason, parents weril Instructed to alternate (c-; much

as possible) tne delivory of punishment and reinforcement. tt V14.;

thoLght tiv,t this prooedqre woqld more optimally divido responsibility

for punishment between the parents and afford greater opportunitips for

posi,ivt father-son intt.ractions. Additionally, parents were instructed

to praise each other for carrying out the treatment program.

Beginning with Session 4 parents were toLd at the start of each

session which behalvotswere targeted for that session. During Sessions

4-0 the treatment package was in effect for tbrowing behavior. During

Sessions 7-9 the treatment package was In effect for throwing behavior

and non-compliance. During Sessions 10-12 the treatment package wis In

effeot tor throwing behavior, non-compliance and time spent in the

%hair

ihe par..nta were asked tor .omments following each session to assero

their feelings aril to Incorporate any .-;1!Tegtions the" might have
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regarding Steven's progress. Additionally, pal nts were verbally

reinforced by the first or second author immediately following each

session for their participation and for carrying out the task

instructions.

Transfer of training to tLe natural environment was assessed at a two-

month follow-up. Specifically, Steven and his parents went to a local

restaurant for dinner where two trained observers (posing as customers)

recorded the target behaviors.

Results and Discussion

Videotapes of treatment sessions were presented to two trained

raters In random sequence. Paters scored the tapes independentiv.

Inter-rater reliability wa,; assessed according to the formula:

agreement divided by agreemPrits plus disagfeements times 100. Reliability

was assessed separately fot each of the belv,viors and averaged across

the 12 sessions. Inter-rater reliabilities for the behavior were as

follows: Throwing - 87%; Non-compliance - 84%; Compliance - 87%; Time

spent in chair - 100% (less than 3 second discrepancies were defined as

agreement).

As shown in Figure 1, the treatment intervention resulted in

changes in the desired direction for all three targeted behaviors.

These behavioral changes were not observed prior to the incroduction of

the inttrvention indicating that the intervention, rather than non-

speeific factors, was responsibl,, for the behavior clvinge. StatLstical

9
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analysis of the data revealed a significant decrease (t nt 1.88,

di m 10, 2. 4 .05, one tailed) in the frequency f throwing responses from

pre- to post- intervention sessions. The mean number of throwing responses

for Sessions 1-3 (Baseline) and Sessions 4-12 (Treatment) were 13.67

and 5.78, respectively. Similarly, a significant increase (t. = 3.81,

df = 10, .2. one tailed) was found from pre- to post- intervention

sessions for duration of time spent sitting in the chair. The mean

duration for Sessions 1-9 (Baseline) and Sessions 10-12 (Treatment)

were 3 minutes 14 seconds and 19 minutes 57 seconds, respectively.

insere Figure 1 about here

Figure I also depicts percent of non-compliance to total commands.

It was noted that when the parentP.were instructed to implement the

treatment package with non-compliant behaviors their total output of

command statements increaaed (mean number of commands per session:

Sessions 1-6 [Baseline] I., 29; Sessions 1-7 [Treatment] 35). That is

to say, the parents appeared to be giving Steven more opportunities to

comply with their commands. For this reason, it wns felt that a pro-

portion of tain-, ompl iant responses, rather than a frequency couriL of

such responses, mere accurately controlled for the number of non-

compliant responseq to a variable number of command statements.

ti!tisrieal analysis of the data re 'ale(' a sii;nificant decrease

1.480, df , I( , v .01, one t.tilf.d) In the proportioa of

I o
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non-complLant behaN,Iotn from pre- to Lntervention The

mean percentage of non-compliantsponses fur Scs-iions '-6 ( Ba.:eliro) and

Se nsssia 7-12 (Treatment) were b84' .aud 41%, respectively.
\

Inter-rater reliahilittes for the in vivo Lransfer of training

ession were consibtent with the rellahilities found for the videotape

rating anA were assessed according to the same criteria. Inter-rater

reliabilitit.q were: Non-compliance - 85%; Compliance - 83%; Throwing -

100%; Time Spent in Chair - 100%. As shown in Figure 1, behavioral

improvement was maIntained at the in vivo two-month follow-up. It

would have been of conFiderabie benefit to have had pre-treatment data

regarling Stoven's behavior in'a restaurant situation. However, the

tarl,et hehavior prio: to treatment were of sufficient magnitude to

preclude such assessment. The paruas had attempted to take Steven to

.turants In the past and were not willipg to attempt such an outing

Frit. to Steven's irauruveu Lehavior. It it! of' interect to hoto that

i 0! h ratl t iadep''nth'' Ii commont ed t ha t Ir . ar-t let: glort deri ut.; the

rest ulrant meal Lhap had (!uriug anit,f the vi.leet

Al!ltionilly, his int..-raetioas w. f;teven were ri!porte.:Iv characterked

Isy ore positive i'.rhal statene !s than had boon ohse17.d prcvion

Whflo stwh observations; are mole anecdotal than empirical they are

(u4;0,-0.1ye of an improved tather-son interaction at least during this

porled of observarlon. Botli parents reported that they were pleased

:ma ..xcitod about the change they ohnervoiin Stevim's behavior.

Fho results support the efficacy of using parents as primary

theripl:ztq with a rk.tarded child. rtil,1 approach is 1 ikely to offer
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greater ekalogical validity to behavior modification done in clinical

settings. Major agents of reinforcement (parents) are carried over

from the lab to the natural environment, thus offering greater

potential for transfor of training from the laboratory to the "real

world" setting.

Additionally, parents acting as therapists can save valuable and

expvmakro professi.mal Lime. The preseut study utilo..od only 1

modicum of professioall time (appo,xiwatoly 6.5 hours). Thu:;,

parental. intvrvontiou appoared to he ..ost-eltovtive as "oll as succolls-

t u 1 .
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Footnotes

1Reprints may be o'btained by Writing the first author at the

Department of Psychology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, blacksburg, VA 24061.
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for xheir time and effort devoted to this project. Finally, we thank

Pr. Michael Sisk, M.D., Dr. William T. Hendrick:), M.D., Dr. Arnold Saari,

F.uperintendent of Seheilq, and G;i11 Monteeri for their valuable assistance.
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Figure Captior.

Figure 1. Frequency oi throwing responses, percentage of non-

compliant behaviors, and duration of time spent in chair during

Baseline, intervention, and Transfer-of-training sessions.
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